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determination to balance successful careers with 
rewarding familv lives. I was impressed by the 
pride with which Egyptian women talked about, 
defended and practiced Arab and lV'uslim values. 

In the minds of most, there were no basic 
contradictions between being an authentic Arab 
woman and being "liberated." For these women, 
"liberation" meant first of all freedom of choice in 
careers and personal lives. It also meant respect for 
the family as an essential component of society 
Belonging to closely-knit family units, they said, was 
an asset rather than an obstacle to " liberation". 
Many mentioned to me the encouragement they 
had and still have from their husbands, fathers, 
bosses or teachers. Such encouragement enabled 
them to pursue more easily the aims they set for 
themselves in life. 

This is not to say that Egyptian women are not 
'aware of discrimination, injustice or bias existing in 
their society. It simply reflects the fact that , these 
women were not anti-religion, anti-family, etc. 
They believe that they should build their struggle 
for liberation on what is positive and worthwhile in 
society rather than complaining and criticising 
what is bad, without attempting to do anything 
about it on the practical level. 

One successful example of this way of thinking 
was Amina Said, the first professional woman 
journalist in Egypt, who started her career as 
reporter in 1943 while pursuing her graduate 
studies in English Literature at Cairo University. 
Her late husband, Dr. Abdallah Zein el Abideen, 

then her fiance. would cover up to her parents when 
she used to return home late at night from work at 
the newspaper. Dr. Abideen an eminent professor 
of agriculture at the University, also took a major 
share in raising their three children. 

Now in her middle seventies, Amina Said is the 
first Egyptian woman to be President of the Board 
of Directors of "Dar el Hillal" a renowned and 
powerful publishing house in Egypt. At the end of 
our hour-long interview in her office she told me 
that she is not considering retirement and that she 
will only stop working on the day she dies. (2) 

Amina Said was probably the most outstanding 
woman I met during my trip and one of the most 
admired women in Egypt. 

As fnr the outcome of my other encounters 
with women, they will be published in the next 
issue of AI-Raida, which will concentrate mainly 
on Egyptian and North African women. You will 
learn about Ikbal (Baraka) Fathia (AI-Assai). 
Sakina (Fouad), 1V'0na (el Hadidi) a:1d other 
Egyptian women, you will discover what 
interesting and important things they are doing with 
their lives and for their country. My gratitude goes 
to all those who have been encouraging and helpful 
and interested in the work of the Institute. 

W. Stephan 

(2) Amina Said will be the pioneer of our next issue of 
AI-Raida. 
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Arab Women and Media 

The role Arab women play in the spoken, 
written and electronic media was the subject of a 
seminar organized by the Union of Tunisian 
Women in conjunction with UNESCO, in 
November 1983. 

The seminar, held in Tunis, was attended by 
delegates from various Arab countries. It was 
chaired by Mrs. Dardana AI-Masmoudi, an 
executive committee member of the Union of 
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Tunisian Women, and an expert on media. The 
seminar centered on two main topics: 

The first was related to the image of Arab 
women in the media; and whether this image 
corresponds to the role women play within 
their families and in the cultural, social and 
economic life of their countries. 
The second topic centered on Arab women's 
participation in the media; as journalists in 
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newspapers and magazines, producers in radio 
and television, and authors of children's books 
and school-books. 

"We have noticed that the number of women 
working in the media in Western countries as well as 
Arab ones has increased tremendously~ said I\JIrs. 
AI-Masmoudi. In Lebanon and Egypt for instance 
- and they are countries with a long history of 
women's participation in the media - women form 
20% of the total number of media workers. This is 
not a bad percentage she added, for in \II /estern 
countries women's participation in the media does 
not exceed 40 percent. 

In Tunis, according to a report presented by 
the Ministry of Information, the number of 
Tunisian women working in the media is 10 
percent. The report also revealed that this 
percentage is rapidly increasing due to the fact that 
the number of women students enrol led in the 
Press and News Institute is augmenting rapidly. 

Moreover, says I\IIrs. AI-l\JIasmoudi, despite the 
increase in the number of women working in the 
media throughout the world, the image the medi::l 
projects of women has not altered significantly. 
The reason, she adds, is due to the deeply anchored 
belief that women are less important than men. 
Unfortunately/ this belief is perpetuated by most Of 
the women working in the media themselve~ and 
underscores the importance of our seminar in which 
we tried to warn media women not to work against 
their own interest nor the interest of their sisters. 
We are not calling for a conflict between men and 
women, declares I\IIrs. AI-lV'asmoudi, but for 
women in the media to realize the power they hold 
in their hands. 

About the image the Tunisian media projects 
of women, IV'rs. AI -lVIasmoudi believes that it is no 
different from the image that is projected by the 
media of other Arab countries. This is despite the 
fact that the Tunisian government has given 
women the same legal rights as men, since the 
independence of Tunis 27 years ago. 

The reason Tunisian women have not tried to 
change the image the media projects about them, 
says she, is due to the fact that women in Tunis 
did not have to fight for equal rights, they were 
automatically given to them . It is only now that 
Tunisian women are realizing that the image they 
have does not truly reflect the real changes that 
occured in their lives. 
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Before independence, affirms I\JIrs . 
AI-Masmoudi, Tunisian women were not educated, 
now they are. Before independence, only 2% of 
women were university students, now they form 
25% of graduates and these graduates participate 
actively in public and economic life. 

When asked about the role Arab women should 
play at home and in society she answered: "The 
problem is that of striking a balance between home 
responsibilities and work responsibilities. It is also 
a question of cooperation between men and 
women, for men have an important role to play at 
home and within the family ... The family will 
become unbalanced if we burden women alone 
with familial responsibilities." 

"The changes that happened to the education 
of women in the Arab world and to their legal 
statu s necessitates a new frameworl< for the 
organization of the Arab family," declares iVrs. 
AI-lV'asmoudi. The needed change is to give the 
man a role to play within his family in order to 
enable the woman to participate in work outside 
the home sphere, exactly like the man and with the 
same rights and duties. 

The economic development happening in Tunis 
requires women to work outside the home, she 
said. For example, 60% of workers in the textile 
and food industries in the country are women. 

In conclusion, I\JIrs. AI-Masmoudi commented 
on the role Arab women are allowed to play within 
the framework of the Islamic doctrines ("5hari'a") 
by saying: 

"Islam acknowledges the right of women to 
education and does not state that women are 
not allowed to work. Islam also gives women 
the right to own property and to dispose of 
th is property. So how can women work and 
study and buy and sell property if they are 
confined within four walls? Even those who 
fo Ilow the Islamic doctrine to the letter 
acknowledge the right of women to work and 
go out of the home to perform their social 
duties. . ~n the condition that they wear 
clothes that preserve their modesty." 

(Sayidaty, Vol. 3, Issue No. 141, 
21-27 Nov., p. 34-36). 
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